I’d like to welcome everyone to another exciting evening of education, food, drinks, several one of a kind Collie memorabilia and collectibles. The Collie Health Foundation is in the middle of another busy week at this year’s CCA National in Peoria, Illinois. We have our very own Dr. Nancy Kelso doing double duty again this year. As our educational speaker tonight, I know Dr. Kelso will teach all of us something we didn’t know when we walked through the door tonight about hip and elbow dysplasia, PennHIP and OFA.

I was happy to offer a sit-down dinner this year because the prices were a little more reasonable here in the Heartland. I want to thank Krista Hansen for taking care of reservations again this year. A huge thank you to David Hansen, DVM for taking on the auctioneer role by himself this year. We’ll miss Bob Kelly but we know he will show up again soon. This evening is just like the whole week, without our volunteers it wouldn’t be possible to hold this event. Thanks to our set up crew, our Vannas and most of all the cleanup crew! In between we have the money handlers, headed up by our Treasurer, Karen Anderson and her sister, Susan Hernquist, who is a Corporator now. We can’t leave out our editor, publisher, and chief bottle washer, Mary Hunter, for another beautiful job on the auction catalog! It does take a village.

This year we had a very special surprise from Shelley Roos and Ron Roos with the donations from the Wickmere Collection to CHF in memory of their wonderful parents George and Bobbee. We have a museum framed print that hung in the Ayers Family business until last year when Linda Ayers Turner Knorr donated it to CHF in loving memory of her parents Roy and Hazel. We have several items from the estates of Sue Barlow, Billy Aschenbrenner, Chip and Pat Akins, and Bill and Bettie Crawford and there will be more items arriving at, this time. I don’t know about. Please remember CHF in your will. CHF would like to thank the donors of the beautiful artwork both new and old. If you watch the auction catalogs, year to year, you will see different items donated by the same people yearly, people like Ana and Julien Goulet, Kathy Peters, Cindy Alvarado-Yeary, and too many more to list here. These people have the same passion about preserving the Collie as our volunteers.

This is a reminder that you only have one more day to take advantage of the Martha E Hoffman CHIC DNA banking clinic and the Optimal Selection™ collection clinic. To my knowledge we are the only health foundation that offers our members a rebate and makes it easy for you to bank your dogs! Please take advantage of this!

None of this is possible without every facet of Collie Enthusiasts, from the donors to the buyers and everything in between. I expect another exciting year in Canine Health for 2019. Pat yourselves on the back for being part of it!

Robette
Listen honey, you know those cheeks aren’t going to swab themselves ...

Test your Collie(s) at this year’s National in Peoria!
Auction 2019

The first group of wonderful items have been donated from Wickmere Collies by Shelley Roos and Ron Roos in loving memory of their parents Bobbee and George Roos.

1. **Remembering Ch. Wickmere War Dance**, by Shelley Roos, 8”x12”
2. **Ch. Wickmere Chimney Sweep and Ch. Wickmere Rapunzel**, Painting on Canvas, 36”x46”, by Artist Carol Phelps
3. **Ch. Macdega The Prophet**, (owned by Shelley Roos) Painting on Canvas, 14”x16”, by Artist Carol Phelps
4. **Tri Colored Collie at Watch Over New Lamb**, Print, 22”x26” by Artist Mary Kummer
5. “**Time of Innocence**”, Print 22/500, 18”x21”, signed by Artist Cindy Alvarado (Cindy Alvarado-Yeary). The print edition is sold out.
6. “**The Judgement of Paris**”, Print 111/855, by Artist Thomas Blinks
7. “**Whose Turn First**”, Print, 23”x28’ by Artist Arthur Elsey
8. **Ch. Wickmere Chimney Sweep, “Sweeper”**, Photo, Head Study
9. **Ch. Wickmere Rapunzel**, Painting, 19”x26” by Artist Clevis
10. **Ch. Wickmere Chimney Sweep in Snow**, Photo, “16”x20”
11. **Silver Ho Parader**, Autographed Photo, 11”x14”, “To Bobbee Roos – Best Wishes, Steve”
12. “**Can’t you Talk?**”, Bronze Sculptor, by Artist G. Ferrad
13. **Stemmed Pedestal Goblet**, 6” CCA 1972
14. **Sheridan Silver-plated Stemmed Pedestal Goblet**, 5” CCA 1972
15. **Sheridan (Silver on Copper) Wine Cooler**, 9” WKC (Westminster KC)
16. **Sheridan (Silver on Copper) Stemmed Pedestal Goblet**, 7.25” WKC
17. **Silver 18.75” Round Tray** and **Silver 14” Round Tray** – CCA 1972
18. **Sterling Silver Round Bowl**, 12”x6”, Keystone Best of Variety, 1954 Perpetual Trophy retired in 1973 by Ch. Wickmere Chimney Sweep with his 3rd consecutive year win
19. **Sheridan Silver-plated 6 Piece Coffee/Tea Service**, 30”x17.5” Tray includes 1973 BIS picture of Shelley Roos with Ch. Wickmere Chimney Sweep at the Tampa Bay Kennel Club Show under Dr. Richard Greathouse
20. **1984 All About Collies**, Book autographed by author Patricia Starkweather

21. **American Collie Champions**, (Library of Champions), Limited Editions, Published by the Collie Club of America, Inc.
   
   a. **Volume I**, #37/1500 ________________________________
   
   b. **Volume III**, ________________________________

This ends this year’s Wickmere donations by Shelley and Ron Roos

22. **“Forever Stay”**, 18”x19 ¾”, Original painting on French watercolor paper by artist Cindy Alvarado, custom framed with conservation materials and an acrylic glaze to last for generations, Painting donated by Cindy Alvarado-Yeary, **“Forever Stay”** is the artwork used for the cover of the book by the same name written by Ace Mask. Books donated by Ace and Donna Mask

23. **American Collie Champions Volume II**, (Library of Champions), Limited Editions, Published by the Collie Club of America, Inc. Donated by Kathy Peters

24. **Surprise!** ________________________________

25. **Art by Pati Merrill**

26. **Coach Leather Case/Messenger Bag Hand Painted**, by Artist Barbara Guitas. Donated by Krista and David Hansen, DVM

27. **Medium Royal Doulton, Ashtead Applause**

28. **Surprise!** ________________________________

29. **Hand Painted Wood Framed Mirror with Collage of Collies**, Painted by Artist Barbara Guitas, Donated by Barbara Guitas and Erin Blaisure

30. **Fossil Handbag in Carmel with Hand Painted Rough and Smooth Head Study**, Painted by Barbara Guitas, Donated by Barbara Guitas and Erin Blaisure

31. **Surprise!** ________________________________

32. **“5 O’Clock In The Ring”**, Prints by Artist Sara England, Professionally Framed by CHF, Prints donated by Robette and Steve Johns
   
   a. **Rough** ________________________________
   
   b. **Smooth** ________________________________

33. **Handmade Quilts**, By Joyce and Jack Jackowski, Donated by Tampa Bay Collie Club
   
   a. **Rough** ________________________________
   
   b. **Smooth** ________________________________
34. **Collie Figurines**, by Artist Carol Phelps, Donated by Debbie Price from the Estate of Pat and Chip Akins
   a. **Blue Rough**
   b. **Sable Rough**
   c. **Blue and Tri Rough**

35. **Pastel of Ch Celestial Perfect Harmony**, By Artist B. Amen, Donated by Sue Joslin from the Estate of Bill and Bettie Crawford

36. **Surprise!**

37. **Windcall’s Ballerina Mold Figurine**, Artist Glen Twiford, Donated By Kathy Peters from the estate of Billy Aschenbrener

38. **2 Cups & Business Card**, Won by Ch. Lick Creeks Drummer Boy from the Estate of Sue Barlow

39. **Silver-plated Champagne Bucket Chicago Collie Club**, Won by Ch. Lick Creeks Drummer Boy from the Estate of Sue Barlow

40. **40th Anniversary Plate Collie Club of Southern Wisconsin**, From the Estate of Sue Barlow

41. **Limited Addition Plate “Collie” Laurelwood**, From the Estate of Sue Barlow

42. **“Treats For All”**, Print 36”x42.5”, by Artists Thomas Blinks and Frederick Morgan, Donated By Linda Ayers Turner Knorr in memory of her beloved parents Roy and Hazel Ayers

43. **Fabulous Piece of Jewelry by G & G Studio**, Donated by Ana and Julien Goulet in Memory of Virginia Perry Gardiner

---

**On the Covers**

The front cover features Time of Innocence, a print by Cindy Alvarado (Cindy Alvarado-Yeary). This was her first Collie print ever. The original, was a watercolor painting with the boy modeled on her son, Jason. It has been sold out for many years. See item #5!

The photo on the back cover is courtesy of Russell Dyke and Julie Hinrichsen.

---

A very special thank you to Corporate Document Services, Inc. of Overland Park, Kansas for printing this catalog
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